Dear LWRG Preschool and Recreational Families,
We would like to update everyone regarding new policies that will be implemented as we move closer to
being able to reopen. Upon being allowed to reopen we have chosen to take a very conservative approach
and structure our plans based on safety and health for our athletes and staff. We will continue to follow
public health recommendations and hope our LWRG families do the same.
Once we have the dates set for our preschool and recreational classes to begin, we will email you to give
you your Child’s class time. We are going to do our best to give you a similar day and time but do have to
change some days and times to give us time for cleaning in between classes. We also want to make sure
everyone knows that if any family feels uncomfortable returning, it is totally acceptable. Please just let
our office know.
We are implementing the preschool and recreational classes into the second phase of the plan. We are
starting with the upper level athletes because we feel having them to try the new systems first will be
easier. We hope that after two weeks, we can open up the modified recreational and preschool programs
we have in place.
During this second phase the classes will be smaller and fewer classes will be offered. Extra time will be
scheduled in between classes to allow one class to clear out before the next group arrives. Not more than
one person can accompany each athlete into the building.
This return plan is very reliant on all our families respecting the new policies. We all want to go back to
some normalcy, but for now please know we are trying to provide the best practices possible.
This will be new for all of us so patience with our staff is greatly appreciated as well. They are amazing
and doing everything they can to make this work.
Laura & David Parraga

